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INTRODUCTION

Credit Valley Conservation (CVC) has identified and described a Credit River Watershed
Natural Heritage System (CRWNHS, abbreviated as NHS in this report) as part of its Natural
Heritage System Strategy (NHSS). By protecting, restoring, and enhancing the watershed's
most important natural features, areas, and functions, the NHS will support CVC's stewardship,
restoration, natural heritage, land securement, land management, and planning programs.
The NHS consists of High Functioning and Supporting terrestrial and aquatic natural heritage
features, buffers protecting those features, and complementary natural heritage areas, as
identified by criteria and shown on maps in CVC's Credit River Watershed Natural Heritage
System Final Technical Report, 2015. The specific components of the NHS are listed below.
They encompass almost all of the natural heritage features and areas in the Credit River
watershed that are subject to Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) Policies 2.1.4 through 2.1.7,
plus other ecologically important lands and waters. "Credit River watershed", as used here,
refers to CVC's entire area of jurisdiction, consisting of the Credit River's various subwatersheds
as well as the watersheds of several smaller creeks that flow directly into Lake Ontario.
NHS components
Natural heritage features
Valleylands – High Functioning and Supporting
Wetlands - High Functioning and Supporting
Woodlands – High Functioning and Supporting
Aquatic habitat - High Functioning and Supporting
Lake Ontario shoreline – High Functioning
Significant wildlife habitat – High Functioning
Habitat of endangered species and threatened species – High Functioning
Buffers
Buffers on natural heritage features to protect the features and their functions
from adjoining land uses
Natural heritage areas
Centres for Biodiversity
As part of its NHSS, CVC has developed the example NHS implementation policies below:
▸

to guide its own actions, as a watershed management agency and as owner of some
portions of the NHS,

▸

to inform potential revisions to its 2010 Watershed Planning and Regulation Policies to
reflect the NHSS,

▸

to help CVC staff provide input to CVC member municipalities as part of official plan,
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planning study, and planning application review processes, where these may affect the
NHS,
▸

to help CVC staff provide input to provincial and federal agencies regarding planning
matters that may affect the NHS,

▸

to inform the general public and key stakeholders of the planning approaches needed to
implement, protect, and support the NHS,

▸

in all of the above, to promote a more consistent approach to natural heritage system
planning across the Credit River Watershed.

As a watershed-based system, the NHS is intended to complement other natural heritage
systems wholly or partly within the Credit River Watershed that the Province and municipalities
have identified and/or designated within their areas of jurisdiction. It is also intended to
complement natural heritage systems identified by the adjacent conservation authorities
(Halton, Grand River, Nottawasaga Valley, and Toronto and Region).
In asking member municipalities to consider the example policies, CVC is not proposing that the
entire set of example policies be added to each official plan. CVC recognizes that each official
plan likely already identifies and protects much of the NHS as part of the municipal natural
heritage system, to an extent that varies from one municipality to the next. To the extent that
the official plan already does this, there is no need for repetition. To the extent that the official
plan does not, CVC suggests that the municipality consider modifying its existing policies to
become more consistent with the example policies.
CVC suggests that municipalities consider the following approaches for modifying existing
official plan policies to become more consistent with the example policies, as well as any other
approaches that achieve the same objective:
▸

▸

With regard to the official plan's map and/or text description of the NHS:
-

modify the existing municipal natural heritage system to include any NHS features or
areas that are not already within it, or

-

add the entire NHS within the municipality as an overlay designation, or

-

add the entire NHS within the municipality as information (for example, an appendix
map that is not a legal part of the plan).

With regard to the official plan's text policies to implement, protect, and support the NHS:
consider modifying existing text policies (including definitions) to encompass the NHS
policies, and to apply them across the municipal natural heritage system, or the NHS
within the municipality, as appropriate.

CVC believes that the example policies, in conjunction with existing official plan policies, are
consistent with, and will encourage implementation of, the 2014 PPS, and conform with the
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applicable provincial plans. In that regard, new requirements of the 2014 PPS include:
▸

Municipalities shall identify natural heritage systems (policy 2.1.3) - not a requirement in
the 2005 PPS.

▸

Municipalities shall conduct integrated and long-term planning, including water-resourcerelated natural heritage system planning, on a watershed basis (policies 2.2.1(a) and (c)) strengthened from the 2005 PPS.

▸

Municipalities shall maintain linkages and related functions among ground water features,
hydrologic functions, natural heritage features and areas, and surface water features
including shoreline areas (policy 2.2.1 (d)) - strengthened from the 2005 PPS.

▸

The definition of "natural heritage system" has been expanded from the 2005 PPS, with
greater stress on connectivity and linkages and broader scope of what can be included.

At the same time, CVC recognizes that each municipality must, in considering the example
policies, also consider all other relevant policies of the PPS, applicable provincial plans, and its
own existing planning documents.
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THE EXAMPLE POLICIES

Terms in italics (other than names of statutes) are defined in section 2.4.
2.1

General

Policy 1
The Credit River Watershed Natural Heritage System (NHS) is a single, integrated watershedbased ecological system, which includes the watershed's important natural heritage features
and areas, as well as additional lands that will facilitate system function and enhancement. By
identifying the NHS, CVC seeks to protect the Credit River Watershed's biodiversity and
ecological functions for present and future generations, and to ensure that any development
within the NHS achieves an ecological gain.
The objectives of the NHS (from CVC's Watershed Planning and Regulation Policies, 2010) are:
▸

To protect, restore and enhance the biodiversity, connectivity, ecological functions, and
hydrologic functions of natural features, areas, and systems throughout the Credit River
Watershed.

▸

To ensure natural features, areas, and systems, including their ecological functions and
hydrologic functions, are appropriately protected from potential adverse impacts of
development and site alteration.

▸

To promote a natural heritage systems approach to watershed planning that includes
protecting the environment and public health and safety.

The NHS consists of the components identified by criteria and shown on maps in CVC's Credit
River Watershed Natural Heritage System Final Technical Report, 2015. It encompasses
almost all of the natural heritage features and areas in the Credit River watershed that are
subject to PPS Policies 2.1.4 through 2.1.7, plus other ecologically important features and
areas.
The NHS, including its ecological and hydrologic functions, will be protected, restored, and
enhanced. The boundaries of the NHS and its components may be changed only in
accordance with Policies 4 through 7.
2.2

Permitted Uses

Policy 2
Development and site alteration will not be permitted within the NHS, except for the following
which may be permitted subject to the satisfaction of the municipality and CVC.
a)

The following, only in accordance with technical reports that demonstrate that the
proposed development and site alteration will achieve an ecological gain:
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i)

Site alteration, where it is integral and essential to any development permitted by
Policy 2, or constitutes minor landscaping.

ii)

Restoration projects, using only sustainable management practices.

iii)

Forest management, only in accordance with a trees bylaw under the Municipal Act,
2001 or Forestry Act, or an approved managed forest plan prepared by a registered
professional forester.

iv)

Fish and wildlife management.

v)

Low-intensity recreational uses.

vi)

Major recreational uses permitted in a park/open space management plan.

vii)

Any type of development or site alteration not specified elsewhere in Policy 2, only
on lands in Centres for Biodiversity that are not also natural heritage features or
buffers, as identified and described in Credit River Watershed Natural Heritage
System Final Technical Report, 2015.

b)

Creation of a lot to facilitate conveyance of lands or grant of an easement, for natural
heritage conservation or risk management purposes, to a conservation body as defined
under the Conservation Land Act.

c)

Agricultural uses on lands whose existing use is agricultural uses.

d)

Agricultural uses, on lands whose existing use is not agricultural uses, that would
contribute to or not adversely affect the ecological integrity of the NHS.

e)

The following, subject to approval under the Environmental Assessment Act or Canadian
Environmental Assessment Act, or if no environmental assessment process applies,
subject to technical reports that demonstrate that the proposed development and site
alteration will achieve an ecological gain:
i)

Water power projects and flood control projects.

ii)

Infrastructure.

f)

Existing, legally approved uses and structures.

g)

Expansion of existing, legally approved uses and structures, where this does not require
any expansion of the impervious surfaces footprint, or any removal of natural selfsustaining vegetation.

h)

The following, subject to technical reports that demonstrate that the proposed
development and site alteration will achieve an ecological gain to the greatest extent
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possible:
i)

A single dwelling on an existing lot or a lot created under Policy 2(b).

ii)

Expansion of existing, legally approved uses and structures, where this requires
expansion of the impervious surfaces footprint and/or removal of natural selfsustaining vegetation.

i)

A change of use to a similar or more compatible use that would contribute to the ecological
integrity of the NHS.

j)

A use or structure accessory to a use permitted by Policy 2.

Policy 3
On lands included in the NHS because of two or more qualifying components that overlap,
development and site alteration are subject to the most restrictive applicable policies.
2.3

Boundaries

Policy 4
The boundaries of the NHS and its components may be changed, by CVC revision of Credit
River Watershed Natural Heritage System Final Technical Report, 2015, followed by an
implementing official plan amendment.
Policy 5
The mapped boundaries of the NHS and its components within a subordinate planning area
(subwatershed, secondary plan area, environmental master/management plan area, etc.) may
be changed in accordance with comprehensive environmental studies that specifically address
the proposed boundary changes and demonstrate that they will achieve an ecological gain,
followed by an implementing official plan amendment. Any such changes must remain
consistent with the NHS identification criteria as outlined in Credit River Watershed Natural
Heritage System Final Technical Report, 2015.
Policy 6
The mapped boundaries of the NHS and its components within a conveyable lot, or on lands
subject to a site-specific planning application, may be changed in accordance with technical
reports. Any such changes must remain consistent with the NHS identification criteria as
outlined in Credit River Watershed Natural Heritage System Final Technical Report, 2015, will
not require an official plan amendment, and will be limited to minor refinements to the
boundaries of:
a)

natural heritage features or areas, based on new information or technical reports specific
to the site,
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buffers, where technical reports have evaluated the ecological functions and hydrologic
functions of the buffers and the natural heritage features they are protecting, and have
demonstrated no negative impacts on the natural features or their ecological functions or
hydrologic functions.

Policy 7
Despite Policies 5 and 6, where a natural heritage feature or area is subject to PPS Policies
2.1.4 through 2.1.7, or where development and site alteration are prohibited within a natural
heritage feature or area by other policies of this official plan, the feature or area may not be
removed from the NHS. The only boundary changes permitted are minor refinements
consistent with Policy 6.
Policy 8
A terms of reference will be prepared, to the satisfaction of the municipality and CVC, for any
comprehensive environmental study or technical report required in support of a proposed
boundary change under Policies 5 or 6. The requirements for the study or report may be
scoped or reduced based on the scale and nature of the proposed boundary change, and on
any associated potential or anticipated impacts to individual natural heritage features or areas,
their ecological functions and hydrologic functions, and the NHS as a whole.
2.4

Definitions

Agricultural uses: as per PPS.
Comprehensive environmental studies: One or more studies or plans undertaken at a
landscape scale, including watershed plans, subwatershed studies, environmental
implementation reports, environmental management plans, or similar documents that have been
prepared to address and document various alternatives and are part of a joint and harmonized
planning process, or community plans that include comprehensive environmental impact
studies, satisfactory to the municipality in consultation with CVC.
A comprehensive
environmental study must be prepared, consistent with municipal and CVC guidelines, by
qualified professionals in the relevant fields. [CVC Watershed Policies, modified]
Development: as per PPS.
Ecological functions: as per PPS.
Ecological gain: A working principle by which CVC strives to build upon NHS natural heritage
features and areas, and to enhance or restore their ecological functions and hydrologic
functions in both the short term and long term as a result of the approval of an application.
Enhancements or restoration may include, but are not limited to, on-site and off-site works that
will result in one or more of the following:
a)
increases in the spatial extent of the NHS,
b)
increases in biological and habitat diversity and productivity,
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enhancement or restoration of ecological functions and hydrologic functions,
enhancement or restoration of wildlife habitat,
enhancement of natural succession,
creation of wetlands, water systems or woodlands,
enhancement or restoration of riparian corridors,
enhancement or restoration of ground water features, and
establishment, enhancement, or restoration of linkages between NHS natural features and
areas. [CVC Watershed Policies, modified]

Existing: Legally existing as of [date of CVC approval of the NHS].
Forest management: Management of woodlands, including accessory uses such as the
construction and maintenance of forest access roads and maple syrup production facilities, for
the production of wood and forest products, including maple syrup. Forest management does
not include agro-forestry activities or maple syrup production carried out on a farm. [Oak
Ridges Moraine Conservation Plan, modified]
Hydrologic functions: as per PPS.
Interpretive facilities: Facilities that provide services interpreting the natural or cultural heritage
associated with the sites where they are located. Such facilities may include accessory visitor
service uses such as washrooms, food services, and gift shops. They may not include
overnight accommodation or meeting, convention, or banquet facilities. [Developed for this
report]
Low-intensity recreational uses: Recreational uses that have minimal impact on the natural
environment and require very little terrain or vegetation modification, including but not limited to
nonmotorized trail uses, unserviced camping on public and institutional land, and the
construction and use of accessory small-scale structures such as stairs, boardwalks,
footbridges, docks, and picnic facilities. [Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation Plan sec. 37,
modified]
Major recreational uses: Recreational uses that require large-scale terrain or vegetation
modification, including but not limited to interpretive facilities, serviced playing fields, serviced
campgrounds, and vehicle access and parking facilities, but not including golf courses or ski
hills. [Greenbelt Plan and CVC Watershed Policies, modified]
Minor landscaping: The placement, removal, or regrading of material on a lot, such that there
are no negative impacts on NHS features or functions. If within CVC's regulated area, only in
accordance with the terms of a permit issued under section 28 of the Conservation Authorities
Act. [CVC Watershed Policies, modified]
Park/open space management plan: An approved provincial park or CVC conservation area
management plan, a management plan or equivalent for a municipal park or open space area
approved by the municipality's council, an approved management plan or equivalent for an
Ontario Heritage Trust property, or an approved Park and Open Space Plan recognized under
the Niagara Escarpment Plan. [Developed for this report]
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Site alteration: as per PPS.
Sustainable management practices: Methods, facilities, and structures that are designed to
protect or improve the NHS, including its ecological functions and hydrologic functions, from the
effects of development and site alteration. Sustainable management practices include, and are
often referred to as, best management practices. [CVC Watershed Policies, modified]
Technical reports: One or more reports, studies, or plans that provide detailed information
regarding one or more aspects of the natural or physical sciences, satisfactory to the
municipality in consultation with CVC. Technical reports may include, but are not limited to,
hydraulic analyses, stormwater management reports, functional servicing reports, hydrogeology
reports, geomorphology studies, geotechnical reports, and environmental impact studies. A
technical report must be prepared, consistent with municipal and CVC guidelines, by qualified
professionals in the relevant fields. In consultation with the municipality and CVC, requirements
for a technical report may be scoped or reduced based on the scale of development and site
alteration, associated potential or anticipated impacts, the extent to which impacts have been
previously addressed in studies of the subject lands undertaken for applicable public agencies,
and the factors indicated under Policy 8 if applicable. [CVC Watershed Policies, modified]

